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Abstract—Control applications over wireless sensor networks
(WSNs) require timely, reliable, and energy efficient communica-
tions. Cross-layer interaction is an essential design paradigm to
exploit the complex interaction among the layers of the protocol
stack and reach a maximum efficiency. Such a design approach
is challenging because reliability and latency of delivered packets
and energy are at odds, and resource constrained nodes support
only simple algorithms. In this paper, the TREnD protocol is
introduced for control applications over WSNs in industrial
environments. It is a cross-layer protocol that embraces efficiently
routing algorithm, MAC, data aggregation, duty cycling, and
radio power control. The protocol parameters are adapted by an
optimization problem, whose objective function is the network
energy consumption, and the constraints are the reliability and
latency of the packets. TREnD uses a simple algorithm that allows
the network to meet the reliability and latency required by the
control application while minimizing for energy consumption.
TREnD is implemented on a test-bed and compared to some
existing protocols. Experimental results show good performance
in terms of reliability, latency, low duty cycle, and load balancing
for both static and time-varying scenarios.

I. INTRODUCTION

Energy efficient wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are al-
lowing us to exploit sensing, control, and actuation via wireless
communication with potential significant effects in industrial
and consumer applications. Designing WSNs for the class
of control applications is challenging. Traditional applications
(e.g., monitoring) need a high probability of success in the
packet delivery (reliability). In addition to reliability, control
applications ask also for timely packet delivery (latency). If
reliability and latency constraints are not met, the correct
execution of control actions concerning the phenomena sensed
may be severely compromised, thus creating unstable control
loops [1]. The protocol design is further complicated by the
need of a parsimonious use of energy [2]. High reliability and
low latency may demand significant energy expenditure, thus
reducing the WSN lifetime. Controllers can usually tolerate
a certain degree of packet losses and delay [3]: large delays
are allowed for high reliable communication, low delays are
instead required if the packet loss is high. In contrast to mon-
itoring applications, for control applications there is no need
to maximize the reliability. A trade-off between reliability and
latency can be exploited to minimize the energy consumption.

In this paper, we develop TREnD1, an energy-efficient
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1The acronym remarks the significant characteristics simultaneously em-
braced by the protocol as opposed to other solutions available from the
literature: timeliness, reliability, energy efficiency and dynamic adaptation.

protocol for control applications over WSNs. The distinctive
property is that reliability and latency are flexible requirements
incorporated in the design to boost the protocol performance.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follow: in
Sec. II, we discuss the literature and highlight the original
contribution. in Sec. III, we describe the system model; in
Sec. IV, TREnD is presented; in Sec. V, an optimization
problem is posed to optimize the protocol parameters; Sec. VI
describes the protocol operation; in Sec. VII, we provide
experimental results, and in Sec. VIII, we conclude the paper.

II. BACKGROUND AND ORIGINAL CONTRIBUTION

The standardization process for WSNs is ongoing and
there is not any widely accepted complete protocol stack
for WSNs [2], particularly concerning WSNs for control
in industrial environments. The IEEE 802.15.4 protocol [4],
which specifies physical layer and medium access control
(MAC), is the base of recent solutions in industrial automation
as WirelessHART and ISA100 [2]. Hence, we consider IEEE
802.15.4 as the reference standard in our investigation.

In Tab. I, we summarize the characteristics of the main
protocols for WSNs that may be used for control applications.
From the table, we see that most of them (e.g., SPAN [5],
GERAF [6], Dozer [7], ESRT [8], RMST [9], Flush [10], X-
MAC [11], MMSPEED [12]) are designed mainly for monitor-
ing applications, since do not support simultaneously energy
efficiency, reliability and latency requirements. In standard
solutions for industrial applications like WirelessHART [2],
reliability and security are optimized but the energy efficiency
is not a critical concern since nodes are fully powered. It
follows that while all these solutions offer high performance
in their class of application, they are not efficiently designed
for the control problems we deal in this paper.

In SERAN [13] and Breath [14] a relevant system-level
design methodology has been presented for control application
over WSNs. However, SERAN does not support average-
high traffic regimes and tunable reliability requirements, which
limits the performance of the protocol. Furthermore, load
balancing and fair duty cycling are not taken into account in
SERAN. On the other hand, Breath is limited to scenario with
line topologies and source nodes at the edge of the network.
We conclude that, to the best of our knowledge, there is no
protocol from the literature suitable for control applications
over WSNs, that is able to embrace all the techniques that
concur to the energy efficiency (radio power control, MAC,
routing, duty-cycling and load balancing) and, at the same
time, able to guarantee reliability and latency constraints over
multi-hop communication.

The original contribution of this paper is TREnD, a novel
protocol for the class of industrial control applications in
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TABLE I
PROTOCOL COMPARISON - The letters E, R, and L denote energy,

reliability and latency. The circle denotes that a protocol is designed by
considering the indication of the column, but it has not been validated

experimentally. The circle with plus denotes that the protocol is designed by
considering the indication and experimentally validated. The dot denotes

that the protocol design does not include indication and hence cannot
control it, but simulation or experiment results include it.

Protocol E R L Layer
SPAN [5] ! · · MAC, routing

GERAF [6] ! ! MAC, routing
Dozer [7] " " MAC, routing
ESRT [8] ! MAC
RMST [9] ! MAC, transport
Flush [10] " MAC

XMAC [11] " · · MAC
MMSPEED [12] ! ! Routing

SERAN [13] ! ! MAC, routing
Breath [14] " " " Phy, MAC, routing

TREnD " " " Phy, MAC, routing

clustered multi-hop WSNs. TREnD is based on a simple
algorithm that allows the network to adapt dynamically to
requirements variations typical of controllers. In contrast to
SERAN and Breath, we adopt a novel MAC solution based on
sleeping discipline and a beacon mechanism, that offers high
reliability and energy efficiency, and we assume a uniform
distribution of sensing nodes throughout the network. An
original analysis of the performance of TREnD is provided.
Finally, TREnD is completely implemented on Tmote Sky
sensors [15] by using TinyOS [16].

III. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a general scenario for an industrial control
application: the state of a plant must be monitored at locations
where electrical cabling is not available or cannot be extended,
so that wireless sensor nodes are an appealing technology. The
communication network must be energy efficient to guarantee
long network lifetime. The sink of the network must receive
packets from the single nodes with a desired probability of
success and within a latency constraint demanded by the
control application connected to the sink. Since control ap-
plications may need some reliability and delay during certain
time interval, and a different pair of requirements during some
other time interval, these reliability and latency requirements
may change dynamically depending on the state of the plant
and the history of the control actions.

Information taken by nodes, which are uniformly distributed
in clusters, are sent to the sink node by multi-hop commu-
nication. The clustered topology is motivated by the energy
efficiency, since transmitting data directly to the sink may con-
sume more than routing through relays. The cluster formation
problem has been thoroughly investigated in the literature and
is out of the targets of this paper (see, e.g., [17], [18]).

In Fig. 1, the system model is reported. Nodes are deployed
in an indoor environment with rooms. Each dotted curve
defines a cluster of nodes. Nodes of a cluster can send packets
only to the nodes of next cluster toward the controller, which
takes appropriate actions upon the timely and reliable recep-
tion of source information. Hence, nodes not only send their
sensed data, but also forward packets coming from clusters
further away from the sink. The network controller is the sink
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Fig. 1. Experimental Setup.

node, which, being a node of the networks, is equipped with
light computing resources.

We assume that the controller knows cluster locations and
the average number of nodes in each cluster, and nodes know
to which cluster they belong. The controller can estimate the
amount of data generated by each cluster, which is used to
adapt the protocol to the traffic regime. These assumptions
are reasonable in industrial environments [2].

IV. TREND PROTOCOL STACK

In this section, we introduce the protocol stack of TREnD.
Similarly to SERAN [13], the routing algorithm of TREnD

is hierarchically subdivided into two parts: a static route at
inter clusters level and a dynamical routing algorithm at node
level. this is supported at the MAC layer by an hybrid time
division multiple access and carrier sensing multiple access
(TDMA/CSMA) solution.

The static schedule establishes which one is the next cluster
to which nodes of a given cluster must send packets by calcu-
lating the shortest path from every cluster to the controller. The
network controller runs a simple combinatorial optimization
problem of latency-constrained minimum spanning tree gen-
eration [19]. Alternatively, if the number of clusters is large,
the static routing schedule is pre-computed off-line for a set
of cluster topologies and stored in the sink node in a look-up
array. No intra cluster packet transmission is allowed.

The static routing algorithm is supported at MAC level
by a weighted TDMA scheme that regulates channel access
among clusters. Nodes are awake to transmit and receive only
during the TDMA-slot associated to the cluster for trans-
mission and reception, respectively, thus achieving consistent
energy savings. The organization of the TDMA-cycle must
consider the different traffic regimes depending on the cluster
location. Since clusters closer to the sink may experience
higher traffic intensity, more than one transmitting TDMA-slot
can be assigned to them. It is natural to first forward packets of
clusters close to the controller, since this minimizes the storage
requirement in the network. To minimize the global forwarding
time, the evacuation of packets of a cluster is scheduled path-
by-path. By following these rules, the controller is able to
generate an appropriate TDMA scheduling table.

The dynamic routing is implemented by forwarding the
packets to a node within the next-hop cluster in the path chosen
at random, as proposed in [6] and [18]. In such an operation,
no cluster-head node is needed within clusters, and nodes need
to be aware only of the next-hop cluster connectivity. The
procedure for random selection of next-hop node is performed
by considering a duty cycling in the receiving cluster combined
with beacon transmissions.

The communication stage between nodes during a TDMA-
slot is managed at MAC layer by a p-persistent CSMA/CA
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scheme, to offer flexibility for the introduction of new nodes,
robustness to node failures, and support for the random selec-
tion of next-hop node. As we will see in Sec. VII, in hybrid
TDMA/CSMA solutions the p-persistent MAC gives better
performance than the binary exponential backoff mechanism
used by IEEE 802.15.4.

MAC operations of nodes are described in the following.
Each node in the transmitter cluster having a packet to be
sent wakes up in CSMA-slots with probability ! and enters in
listening state. At the receiver cluster, each node wakes up with
probability " and multicasts a small length of beacon message
to the nodes in the transmitter cluster. An awake node that
correctly receives the beacon at the transmitter side, senses
the channel and, if clean, tries to unicast its packet to the
beacon sender. An acknowledgement (ACK) may conclude the
communication if a retransmission mechanism is implemented.
If no beacon is sent or there is a collision, the awake nodes in
the transmitter cluster keep on listening in the next CSMA-slot
with probability ! or go to sleep with probability 1 ! !.

If we compare TREnD to SERAN [13], we see that SERAN
has the drawback that nodes in the receiver cluster have to
be listening for the overall TDMA-slot duration, due to a
contention-based transmission of the ACKs. In TREnD, the
selection of the forwarding nodes follows a random policy
regulated by ". The main advantage of this novel solution
is the absence of delays between packets exchange during a
CSMA-slot. This allows TREnD to work with a much higher
traffic regime when compared to SERAN.

TREnD offers the option of data aggregation to fairly
distribute the traffic load and energy consumption among
clusters. The aggregation has the advantage of reducing the
number of TDMA-slots per cluster and of the traffic for
clusters closer to the sink. However, packet aggregation gives
significant advantages only when the traffic is sufficiently high,
as we will see in Sec. VII, because nodes have to idle-listen
longer to catch more than one packet per time and perform
the aggregation, and idle-listening is energy inefficient.

V. PROTOCOL OPTIMIZATION

In this section, we pose and solve an optimization problem
to select the TREnD protocol parameters by minimizing the
overall energy consumption of the network under reliability
and latency constraints:

min
S,!,"

Etot(S,!,") (1)

s. t R(S,!,") " ! (2)
Pr[D(S,!,") # Dmax] " " . (3)

In this problem, Etot(S,!,") is the total energy consumption
of the network and R(S,!,") is the reliability constraint
and ! is the minimum desired reliability imposed by the
control application. We denote by D(S,!,") the random
variable describing the distribution of the latency, by Dmax

the maximum latency desired by the control application, and
by " the minimum probability with which such a maximum
latency should be achieved. The parameters !, Dmax, and
" are the requirements of the control application. The deci-
sion variables of the optimization problem are the TREnD
parameters, namely the TDMA-slot duration S, the access

probability ! and the wake up probability in reception ".
In the following, we develop the expressions needed in the
optimization problem, and derive the solution.

A. Energy Consumption

The total energy consumed by the network over a period of
time is given by the combination of two components: listening
and transmitting cost2.

Listening for a time t gives an energy consumption that is
the sum of a fixed wake up cost Ew and a time dependent cost
Elt. The energy consumption in transmission is given by four
components: beacon sending Ebc, clear channel assessment
Ecca, packet sending Epkt and ACK sending Eack.

Consider a general topology with N nodes per cluster and
suppose that there are G paths in the static routing scheduling
(recall Sec. IV). Let hi be the number of clusters (hops) per
path, we define hmax = maxi=1,...,G hi. We define also W ,
as the number of listening TDMA-slots in a TDMA-cycle.

Recalling that the TDMA-cycle is Tcyc = SMs where Ms

is the number of TDMA-slots in a TDMA-cycle, we have the
following result:

Claim 5.1: Given traffic rate #, the total energy consumed
in a period Ttot is

Etot(S,!,") =
Ttot

$ S

#Tcyc!

j=1

j!" Ecca + TtotMs# (Epkt + Eack)

+ "
N W Ttot

Ms

"
Ebc

%
+

Ew

S
+ El

#
. (4)

Proof: A proof is provided in [20].

B. Reliability Constraint

Considering the p-persistent slotted CSMA MAC and the
duty cycling in reception, we have the following result:

Claim 5.2: The probability of successful transmission in a
CSMA-slot while there are k packets waiting to be forwarded
in the cluster is

pk = $ pbc (1 ! (1 ! !)k) (1 ! pcl)!(k!1) , (5)

where pbc = $N" (1 ! ")N!1 is the successful beacon
probability and pcl is the probability of an erroneous sensing
of a node, when it competes with another node.

Proof: A proof is provided in [20].
In TREnD, a radio power control is implemented, so that

the attenuation of the wireless channel is compensated by the
radio power, which ensures a desired packet loss probability,
as proposed in [14] and [21]. As a consequence of the
power control, the channel can be abstracted by a random
variable with good channel probability $. Such a modelling
has been adopted also in other related works (e.g., [13], [9]).
Considering the collision probability pcl, we observe that for
optimization purposes an upper bound suffices. Experimental
results shows that a good upper bound is pcl = 0.2.

By using Claim 5.2, we can derive the following result:
Claim 5.3: Let V (n) = {1!pn, 1!pn+1, ..., 1!pk}, where

pn is the generic term given in Eq. (5) and A(n) = [ai,j ]S!k+n
Mc

2Note that the costs for the initialization of the network are negligible in
the energy balance
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be a matrix containing all the Mc combinations with repetition
of the elements in V (n), taken in groups of S!k+n elements.
Let hmax be the maximum number of hops in the network.
Then, the reliability of TREnD is

R(S,!,") =

$

%
k!

n=0

k ! n

k

k&

l=n+1

pl

$

%
Mc!

i=1

S!k+n&

j=1

ai,j

'

(

'

(
hmax

.

(6)

Proof: A proof is provided in [20].
With packet aggregation enabled, the following result holds:

Claim 5.4: Let hi be the number of hops in the path i.
Let Rz be the reliability in a single hop when z packets are
aggregated. The reliability of a packet that experiences j hops
to the controller is

Rag
j (S,!,") = Rag

j!1 rBi!j+1 , (7)

where rj =
)j

i=1(1 ! ri!1)
*j!i+1

z=1 Rz , with r0 = 0 .
Proof: A proof is provided in [20].

If the data aggregation is disabled or the size of aggregated
packets does not change significantly, then we can simplify
Eq. (7) and obtain the relation in Eq. (6). The previous claims
are illustrated and verified by experiments in [20].

C. Latency Constraint

The furthest cluster from the controller is the one experi-
encing the highest latency. Therefore, the latency of packets
coming from such a cluster must be less than or equal to a
given value Dmax with a probability ".

Recalling that the maximum number of hops in the network
is hmax, an upper bound on the TDMA-slot duration S is
Smax = Dmax/hmax. Then, we can provide the following
result:

Claim 5.5: The latency constraint in Eq. (3) is well approx-
imated by

Pr[D(S,!,") # Dmax] $ 1 ! 1
2
erfc

"
A ! µ

&

#
, (8)

where A =

+
S if S # Dmax

hmax

Dmax ! (hmax ! 1)S if S > Dmax
hmax

µ =
)k

j=1 1/pj , and &2 =
)k

j=1(1 ! pj)/p2
j .

Proof: A proof is provided in [20].

D. Protocol Optimization

In the previous subsection, we have established the ex-
pressions of the energy consumption in Eq. (4), the relia-
bility in Eq. (7) and the latency constraint in Eq. (8). We
observe that all this expressions are highly non-linear in the
decision variables. Sensor nodes are not equipped with a
high processing capacity to use these equations, therefore, we
provide a computationally affordable sub-optimal solution to
the optimization problem. In the following, we show that such
a strategy still gives satisfactorily results.

First, we provide an empirical result on the access proba-
bility ! and wake up probability ", for a given TDMA-slot
duration S.

Claim 5.6: Let N be the number of nodes is a cluster. Let
# be the traffic rate, the access probability !" and the wake
up probability "", that optimize the reliability in Eq. (6), are

!" =
c1

#S Ms + c2
"" =

1
N

. (9)

with coefficients c1 = 2.17, c2 = 1.81.
Proof: A proof is provided in [20].

We note here that such choices are sub-optimal because
are limited to strategies with constant access and wake up
probabilities per each node.

By using Eq. (9) for the access probability and wake up
probability, and by assuming S as a real-valued variable,
we can show that Etot, given in Eq. (4), is a convex and
monotonically decreasing function of S. It follows that a
simple solution for the TDMA-slot duration, S", is given by
the maximum integer value of S that satisfies one out of the
two constraints in the problem (1), which are given explicitly
by Eqs. (7) and (8), respectively. The search of the optimal
S can be done by a simple additive increasing multiplicative
decreasing algorithm, which we initialize by observing that
S" # Smax. Indeed, as shown in Sec. V-C, the maximum
latency requirement Dmax provides an upper bound for S,
given by Smax = Dmax/hmax.

VI. PROTOCOL OPERATION

Suppose that the network user deploys a WSN of nodes
implementing the TREnD protocol, and sets the desired control
application requirements !,Dmax and ". During an initial
phase of operation the sink node retrieves the traffic and the
cluster topology by the received packets. After computing or
reading from a look-up array the static routing schedule and
TDMA-cycle, the sink computes the optimal parameters as
described in Sec. V-D. Then, the sink communicates these
values to the nodes of the network by tokens. Such a token
passing procedure ensures synchronization among nodes and
allows for initializing and self configuring of the nodes to
the optimal working point of the protocol. The token are
then forwarded by the nodes closer to the sink to other
nodes of the clusters far away by using the ACK mechanism
described in [13]. Such tokens need also to be updated so that
our protocol adapts dynamically to new nodes added in the
clusters, variations in the source traffic, control application
requirements, and time drift of the clocks. We experienced
that a 20 TDMA-cycles period for the refreshing procedure
gives satisfactory performance to maintain an optimal network
operation with negligible extra energy consumption.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION AND VALIDATION

In this section, we present a complete implementation of
TREnD by using TinyOS 2.x [16] and Tmote Sky nodes
[15]. In order to benchmark our protocol, we implemented
also SERAN [13] and IEEE 802.15.4 [4]. Recall that IEEE
802.15.4 is the base for WirelessHart and other protocols for
industrial automation, and that there is no other protocol avail-
able from the literature that is energy efficient, and ensures
reliable and timely packet transmission, as we summarized in
Tab. I. We used the default MAC parameters of IEEE 802.15.4
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so that the protocol fits in the higher level TDMA structure
and routing algorithm of SERAN and TREnD.

We reproduced the reference test-bed topology reported in
Fig. 1, where clusters are placed in an indoor environment.
Each cluster is composed by 3 sensors, deployed at random
within a circle with one meter radius. We analyze different
scenarios with different sets of traffic rate # and control
application requirements (!, Dmax, and "), which we report
in Tab. II. For each scenario, Tab. II shows also the optimal
TDMA-slot duration, access and wake up probabilities as
obtained by the optimization in Sec. V-D. We measured the
duty cycle of nodes as indicator of the energy efficiency.

A. Performance Comparison

In the first set of experiments, we show the performance
improvements in TREnD, when compared to SERAN. In
Fig. 2, the reliability is reported as function of the traffic rate
#, by fixing ! = " = 95%, and Dmax = 3, 9 s. TREnD
has high reliability for all traffic rate conditions and SERAN
is significantly outperformed. In particular with Dmax = 3 s,
as traffic rate increases over # = 0.3 pkt/s, the reliability of
SERAN significantly decreases.

In Fig. 3 we compare the energy consumption of the two
protocols, showing the average duty cycle of each node, for
fixed ! = " = 95%, Dmax = 3 s and # = 0.3 pkt/s.
As discussed above, in this operative condition both SERAN
and TREnD meet the reliability and latency constraints. By
implementing TREnD with data aggregation, we observe a
more balanced duty cycle among clusters, particularly for
the last hop clusters. However, the price to pay for having
a better load balancing is a slight increasing of the average
duty cycle. In fact, TREnD presents a slightly higher duty
cycle for most of the nodes, but it reduces of about 30% the
energy consumption for nodes 7, 8 and 9 (cluster C3), which
are critical for the network operation since they also forward
information from clusters C1 and C2. This suggests that packet
aggregation is a viable choice only for the clusters supporting
high traffic, as those next to the sink. Hence, it is recommended
to implement packet aggregation only for those clusters, while
for the others no aggregation is needed. In conclusion, TREnD
ensures higher reliability, load balancing and a longer network
lifetime than SERAN, without any significant difference in the
complexity of the scheme.

Given these results, in the following performance evaluation
of TREnD we disregard SERAN and consider IEEE 802.15.4.
We present two sets of experimental results, evaluated for
scenarios L and H as specified in Tab. II. Fig. 4 reports the
average values of reliability, latency and duty cycle as achieved
by the experiments for TREnD and IEEE 802.15.4. Data of
clusters belonging to the same paths are joined by lines. We see
that TREnD always ensures the satisfaction of the reliability
and latency constraints specified in Tab. II. TREnD guarantees
much better reliability, in particular for cluster C1 (3 hops).
In fact in C1, IEEE 802.15.4 does not fulfill the requirement.
The average latency of IEEE 802.15.4 is slightly lower than
TREnD, but observe that the latency of IEEE 802.15.4 is
computed only for packets arriving successfully at the sink.
We observe similar behavior also for other scenarios.

TABLE II
APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Scenario ! Dmax ! " S! "! #!

L 0.1 pkt/s 9 s 95% 95% 3.3 s 0.41 0.33
H 0.3 pkt/s 3 s 95% 95% 1.2 s 0.43 0.33

Finally, we present some results about the duty cycle.
According to the traffic load supported by the clusters and
their allotted TDMA time slots, we observe that the duty
cycle depends on the number of times a cluster wakes up for
the forwarding procedure. The duty cycle is the same for the
clusters far away from the sink (C1 and C4, see Fig. 1), but
for all other clusters TREnD gives a consistent reduction of
the duty cycle with respect to IEEE 802.15.4.

We remark here that the duty cycle strongly depends on
the traffic load in the network. In Dozer [7], an average duty
cycle 0.2% is achieved for a network of 40 nodes with a packet
generation period of 120 s each (total traffic load % 0.3 pkt/s).
TREnD gives an average duty cycle 2.5%, but the total traffic
load is much higher (% 5 pkt/s) than Dozer.

B. Dynamic Adaptation

In the previous section, we used a static network topology
where each node is placed at fixed position and the application
requirements do not change with time. In this section, we show
the dynamical behavior of the protocol. As we discussed be-
fore, no protocol in literature allows for a dynamical adaptation
of the parameters to the application requirements.

We present the experimental results of dynamic changes
between two scenarios (L and H in Tab. II) in static and
time-varying channel conditions. A Rayleigh fading channel is
obtained by moving the nodes around their initial position and
also by placing metal obstacles in front of the source nodes
so that the line-of-sight with the sink is lost. The network
starts with scenario L and static channel, then after 20 TDMA-
cycles we introduce a Rayleigh fading channel which persists
until the TDMA-cycle 60. At TDMA-cycle 40, the application
requirements change to scenario H.

Figs. 5 and 6 report the resulting snapshot of the experiment
in terms of reliability and latency. The reliability is measured
at the sink node as average on each TDMA-cycle, while the
latency is measured for each successfully received packet.
In Fig. 5, we observe that TREnD guarantees the reliability
requirement for both static and Rayleigh fading conditions,
continuously adapting to the severe fading. The protocol is also
robust to the change of scenario at TDMA-cycle 40. In Fig. 6
a snapshot of the latency is reported for clusters at different
hops to the controller. We observe that the peaks of delay are
limited due to the TDMA structure, the average and dynamics
of the delay are slightly increasing in the time-varying stage
but the latency constraint is fulfilled. Moreover, the protocol
adapts well to the change of scenario at TDMA-cycle 40.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

We proposed TREnD, a novel cross-layer protocol for
control applications over WSNs, which satisfies application re-
quirements on reliability and latency while minimizing energy
consumption. We posed and solved an optimization problem
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Fig. 3. TREnD and SERAN: duty cycle distribution among nodes for ! =
0.3pkt/s, " = ! = 95%.
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Fig. 4. TREnD and IEEE 802.15.4: reliability, latency and duty cycle for
scenarios L and H.

to select the protocol parameters by a simple algorithm. The
experimental results showed that TREnD achieves reliable and
timely transmission of packets, ensuring low node duty cycle
and load balancing. Moreover, TREnD outperformed some
existing solutions in terms of reliability and energy efficiency.
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